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What is the Purpose of Cities?
A place to trade (especially food)
A place of safety
... with a source of clean water
An agglomeration of people
... a place to live, work and play
... an amalgam of residential, commercial, retail, industry,
leisure, transport and open spaces, green spaces
... a place of business, busyness and peaceful solitude
... A place for dynamic 24 hour city living
... a place for biodiversity to flourish – trees, birds, bats
We (civil engineers) need to support all this by supply (water,
electricity, gas, telecommunications , etc.), removal (wastewater,
drainage, solid waste) and facilitation of movement (people, goods)
… we need infrastructure systems
… designed to be sustainable and resilient
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The Role of the Civil Engineer in all this
We apply ingenuity when solving problems
… so we need to know exactly what the problem is
We create solutions that last a very long time
We must solve today’s (known) problems effectively
We must also solve problems of the far future (uncertain)
There is a danger that we lock in behaviours (shape the future)
 How do we make our solutions nimble?
We can establish the multiple forms of value we create
Sustainability Assessment Frameworks help here
Yet what do we include in the ‘business model’?
How do we balance value realised today and in the future
 What value liveability?
 What value sustainability?
 What value resilience?
Resilience Through Innovation
 What value adaptability?
Critical Local Transport and Utility Infrastructure

Foresight
Future of Cities

Introduction
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For comprehensive evidence, we considered
diverse methods, from multiple disciplines

INFRASTRUCTURE ECONOMY
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Expert reviews
Future trends analysis

London-centric

Major city
empowerment

Scenarios & visions

Smaller cities
focus
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Foresight
Future of Cities

Introduction to Foresighting

Alternative Foresighting Approaches
Foresighting approaches include, but are not limited to, the
following:
• Trend Analysis
• ‘Horizon Scanning’
• Side-Swipes or Black Swans

• Scenarios analysis
 ‘Aspirational’ or ‘success’ scenarios
 ‘Extreme-yet-Plausible’ scenarios
 Scenarios predicated on one or more dominant drivers
It is best to use as many of these as possible, but all require time,
effort and skill. The benefits can be profound, however.
Foresight Future of Cities
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Alternative Foresighting Approaches
Foresighting approaches include, but are not limited to, the
following:
• Trend Analysis
• ‘Horizon Scanning’ or ‘3 horizons’
• Side-Swipes or Black Swans
• Scenarios analysis
 ‘Aspirational’ or ‘success’ scenarios
 ‘Extreme-yet-Plausible’ scenarios
 Scenarios predicated on one or more dominant drivers
It is best to use as many of these as possible, but all require time,
effort and skill. The benefits can be profound, however.
Foresight Future of Cities

Civil Engineers Engineer in a Context
We need to understand the current context
Sustainability is determined locally
 local conditions set local priorities
We design and construct artefacts, processes, policies
 we need to understand what differences these make
We also need to understand the likely future context
What future does the city aspire to?
 There are aspirational goals, legal targets, etc.
What futures do the citizens aspire to?
 Liveable Cities has asked: Birmingham, London, Lancaster
 An Aspirational Futures methodology has been devised
… and trialled on Bristol and Birmingham
In fact, citizens should help to develop a city’s aspirations
 UoB Policy Commission on Future Urban living
Resilience Through Innovation
Critical Local Transport and Utility Infrastructure
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Future Urban Living Policy Commission

The six recommendations:
1. Citizens should be empowered to combine with those who govern
and other city stakeholders to create a City Narrative that describes
their city’s history, its present context and its visions for the (far)
future, via a transparently democratic process that delivers consensus
across all sections of the community.
2. Citizens should be empowered to be instrumental in delivering this
City Narrative, and be entrusted to do so.
3. Talk of inspirational local leadership to deliver the City Narrative.
4. Refer to a balanced degree of devolution of power.
5. State that cities should be allowed to experiment and to invest for
the long-term.
6. Refer to a radical upgrade in the role of planners who should act
as integrators of urban practitioners and other urban stakeholders.
Resilience Through Innovation
Critical Local Transport and Utility Infrastructure
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Assessing Aspirational City Interventions
Vision:
• To test the compliance of an action being taken today (a
proposed ‘city intervention’ – a policy, a practice, something
physical) with the city’s and citizens’ aspirations
Method:
• Identifies all intended benefit(s) of a city intervention

• Identifies the necessary conditions for each benefit to be
delivered … and establishes whether they are in place today
• Assesses the benefits and conditions in the three futures
… do the intended benefits align with the aspirational futures?
… will the necessary conditions remain in place?
• Provides analyses to determine the likely efficacy of the
intervention and facilitates its modification (if necessary)

Future Proofing City Interventions
Vision:
• To test the resilience of an action being taken today (a proposed
‘city intervention’ – a policy, a practice, something physical)
Method:
• Identifies all intended benefit(s) of a city intervention
• Identifies the necessary conditions for each benefit to be
delivered … and establishes whether they are in place today
• Assesses the necessary conditions in four extreme futures
… will the necessary conditions remain in place?
• Provides analyses to determine the robustness of an intervention
to future changes and facilitates its modification (if necessary)
[Resilience is defined here as the maintenance of function or service
in the face of change, regardless of the rate of change]
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Fortress World
— In this scenario, powerful
actors organise themselves
into alliances in an effort to
safeguard their own
interests
— The UK divides into two
groups: an authoritarian
elite who live in
interconnected, protected
enclaves (‘gated
communities’) controlling
access to resources, and
an impoverished majority
outside

Market Forces
— In this scenario, current
demographic, economic,
environmental, and technological
trends unfold without major surprise,
with convergence toward today’s
structures
— Competitive, open markets drive UK
development. The self-correcting
logic of the market is expected to
cope with problems as they arise
— Sustainability issues are addressed
more through rhetoric than action
— Materialism and individualism spread
as core human values, whereas
social and environmental concerns
are secondary
Photo by lyzadanger, via Flickr
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Policy reform
— In this scenario, co-ordinated
government action is initiated to
reduce poverty and social conflict
while enhancing environmental
sustainability

— Strong government policies and
some changes in consumer
behaviour emerge to support
environmental and social
consciousness. Such policies help to
negate trends toward high
distributional inequity.
— Tensions still exist between the
continued dominance of conventional
ideologies and values and key
sustainability goals

New
Sustainability
Paradigm
— In this scenario, new socio-economic
arrangements and fundamental
alterations in societal values result in
changes to the character of UK urban
civilisation
— The notion of progress evolves and a
deeper basis for human happiness
and fulfilment is sought
— An ethos of ‘one planet living’
pervades, facilitating a shared vision
for a more sustained quality of life,
now and in the future
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Analysis
Methodology
Implement
Robust
Solutions
Solutions
and Intended
Benefits

Necessary
Conditions

Analysis in
Four
Scenarios

Implement
Vulnerable
Solutions
Adapt
Solutions

Building the Business Case for Resilience
Vision:
• To build the business case for an action being taken today (a
‘city intervention’ – a policy, a practice, something physical)

Method:
• Identifies (all) intended benefit(s) of the intervention
… this is where the value derives
• Identifies (all) the consequences of the intervention
… economic, social & environmental costs
Value Analysis – provides analyses to determine the
robustness of the ‘engineering thinking’ behind the intervention
and facilitate its modification (if necessary)
… that is, if the proposed intervention fails to make the most
of its opportunity to deliver value to the city and its citizens
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Conclusions
Future cities (i.e. all city systems) and the system of cities set the
brief for civil engineers … and we need to understand them
- Interdependent infrastructure systems (iBUILD)
- Liveable Cities
We need to understand the context of city development and work to
known (trends), potential (scenarios) and future contextual change
- Future Urban Living Policy Commission
- Foresight Future of Cities
Aspirational futures will inform us of future infrastructure needs
- Liveable Cities
- Foresight Aspirational Futures
We can test whether today’s infrastructure interventions are likely to
continue to deliver their functions in the far future
- Urban Futures
And there are opportunities to advance the evidence base
- UK Collaboratorium for Research in Infrastructure & Cities

If you have been …
Thank you for listening
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